SOUTH HILLS :: PRODUCTION
South Hills overall mission is to lead unchurched people into a growing
relationship with Jesus Christ. This relentless mission to seek and save the lost
informs the lens in which the weekend services operate. This should ultimately
affect the target audience, thus the strategy and language that is used within
effected ministries.

HUMBLE

Always assert ourselves in a posture of humility.
Our hearts are right before God.
- Is there anything I need to repent and bring before God?
We serve and lead with no strings attached.
- Is there any other agenda in my heart other than serving God, the church, and the team?
We do the “humble thing.”
- Have I asked outside of my responsibilities, “How can I help?”
We invite feedback.
- Have I asked people within the team, “What did you see, feel, think, hear?”

ENERGY

Always give life to the room.
The lead vocal commands the room.
- Does the worship lead vocal sit on top of the mix and are they clearly understood?
The low end drives the room.
- Can you feel the kick in your chest?
- Is the bass guitar punchy and also clear?
We treat the mix as “alive” and dynamic.
- Do we make appropriate movements and changes during service? - Are lead parts such as
guitar solos clear?
Video transitions are made at appropriate times and are natural.
- Did we communicate with the other team members (audio/lighting) during
transitions to ensure a smooth one?
- Are we checking the volume differences of videos?
- Are the song lyrics formatted properly for each slide?
Lighting programming/transitions are functional as well as add value to moments.
- Color has a large effect on our emotions. Are the colors appropriate to the moment? - Have
we gone through each programmed scene to make sure nothing got funky?

DISTRACTION-LESS

Always do as much as possible to create a distraction free environment.
We prepare as much as possible.
- Have we done as much as we could ahead of time to mitigate distractions?
We consider any elements that might detract from the service.
- Is anything happening that is detouring our attention?
We choose key and clean fundamentals over intricacy.
- Are the key elements of production tended to before anything else?

